TI Offers Expensive, Excellent AT Clone

The TI Business Pro offers IBM PC AT and compatible TI Professional compatibility, but at a price.
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The TI Business Pro offers IBM PC AT and optional TI Professional compatibility, but at a price.

cination with mainframes and external databases is important. The TI Business Pro offers IBM PC AT compatibility, both on the internal and the external interface. The TI Business Pro is also compatible with IBM PC AT expansion slots. There are also two slots in the system box for two half-height floppy disk drives, one half-height hard disk drive, and one full-height or two additional half-height hard disks.

The system box is not much larger than a PC AT, and space is on its side on the floor. The main unit can be easily moved by various controllers. floppy disk drives, tape, mail, network, and video adapters. The TI Business Pro's MS-DOS 3.0 operating system costs $95 and includes a tape backup utility. Unlike practically every other microcomputer we've seen, the system does not include any programming languages, not even BASIC. You can buy BASIC separately for an extra $100.

MS-DOS Version 3.0 is the standard operating system for IBM PC AT-compatible machines, and the TI Business Pro has the same hardware as its competitors. However, the "core" computer has been expanded to allow switching between TI and IBM PC AT modes, and it can accept micro-high-speed and standard-speed modes.

Although the machine is apparently not specifically designed for diagnostic purposes, the diagnostic program includes a number of checks related to the hardware and software configurations. The TI Business Pro comes with 8 megabytes of memory (1 megabyte of memory on the main board). The other TI Business Pro line also uses the 8 megabyte memory. The TI Business Pro includes a 16- and 32-bit color monitor (720 x 360 pixels and wide range of colors available). The monitor offers 640 x 480 pixels. The TI Business Pro also includes a standard keyboard and a 102-key numeric keypad. The TI Business Pro also offers IBM PC AT compatibility, which means it can accept IBM PC AT controllers. The machine has two speeds, as is also the case with IBM PC AT clones like the Compuplex Pro 2000. The TI Business Pro also includes the standard IBM PC AT monitor.

The TI Business Pro has one IBM PC AT-compatible serial port built in, along with a standard parallel printer port. Obviously designed to work in offices where network connections and communication are
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Kyocera Offers Modem Bundled With Software From Microsoft

BY SHERWIN LEVISON

The Kyocera KMC-1200S modem is just a product that has been on the market for several years. It is priced at $1,500 and comes with a 9600-baud modem and software from Microsoft. The software includes a telephone answering system, a fax capability, and a personal computer interface. The software is easy to use and provides a user-friendly interface.

The Kyocera KMC-1200S modem is a quality product, appropriate for telecommunication, education, and veterinary use. Bundled with Microsoft's powerful and easy-to-use software, the modem is a valuable addition to any small or medium-sized business. The software is compatible with both Windows and Macintosh computers and is available in a variety of configurations to meet the specific needs of users.

The software is easy to use and provides a user-friendly interface. The software includes a telephone answering system, a fax capability, and a personal computer interface. The software is easy to use and provides a user-friendly interface.